Finding Information on Tests and Measurements

Tests and measures can be identified and researched in a variety of sources. Obtaining the test itself often involves purchase from the publisher. In some cases, copies can be borrowed via Interlibrary Loan.

The Library does not own or make available a collection of "published" or commercially available tests for faculty or student use. Many "unpublished" or freely available tests can be found by searching the Internet.

"Mental Measurements Yearbook" and its companion index "Tests In Print"

Mental Measurements Yearbook (REF159.8 B98)
This is a major source for identifying and researching tests. It provides ordering information, description, a review, and a listing of references. When you are trying to find out if a particular test will serve your needs, Mental Measurements Yearbook gives you the information you need to evaluate a test product.

Tests In Print (REF 016.3712 T38N)
Tests In Print provides a listing of currently available commercially published tests. This resource does not provide any critical evaluation or review of the tests, but will link you to a review from Mental Measurements Yearbook, when available.

Buros Tests in Print Online http://buros.unl.edu/buros/jsp/search.jsp

The review of this test can be found in the 9th volume of the Mental Measurements Yearbook.
Additional reference sources include these titles:

A Counselor’s Guide to Career Assessment Instruments R153.94 C79
Encyclopedia of Psychological Assessment REF 150.28 E72
Handbook of Family Measurement Techniques REF 306.85 T79H
Encyclopedia of Career Development R331.702 E72G
Handbook of Psychological Assessment REF 150 G87 Curriculum Library, McGowan
Handbook of Psychiatric Measures REF 616.89 H27A Curriculum Library, McGowan

Search in PsycINFO and Eric

Pull down the menu of "Search Fields" to choose “TM Tests & Measures”

For more information, please go to the Library LibGuides for Psychology at http://libguides.marywood.edu/Psyc